
B BI I
A unique memecoin in existence, an

experiment in decentralized spontaneous

community building.



ABOUT

By the Community   For the Community

BIBI is a purely community-driven organization that was built by the BIBI leaders, BIBI 
builders, and BIBI holders. BIBI is not just about crypto, but more about one kind of 
meme culture which is represented by BIBIERS, a group of brave and positive WEB3 
new immigrants who are inspired to follow their passion & unleash their potential.
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VISION
BIBI aims to accelerate its growth and become the most 

transformative leadership community. We will enrich 
the life of the community so that it will benefit the BIBI 
ecosystem. BIBI is a chance to build a fair system. This is 
not to be confused with equality of income or outcomes 

— but, at least, more equal opportunities.

MISSION
BIBI will build an educative, interactive, 
and inclusive community, an ecosystem 
where community members will benefit 

from their participation in organized 
events and promotion.
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IDEOLOGY

BIBI stands for:

Believe in yourself.  

Ignore the FUD.

Brighten the corner where you are

Insist on what you insist.

“Brighten the Corner Where You Are” was taken from Hymn  (#82 in Sacred Selections for the Church)*

https://dianaleaghmatthews.com/brighten-the-corner-where-you-are/
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

BIBI is all about community.

We are a part of Web3 Arena. As we step into the era of Web 3.0, the concept of 
‘community’ is undergoing a radical transformation. It’s not just about 
belonging to a group anymore – it’s about joining forces from active 

participation and collaborative growth.
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01. User Engagement

A sense of belonging: Self-discovery & Self-breaththrough:

For BIBIERs, we are not just an investor for 
a crypto project, but a creator/ builder/ 
owner of a community. Early adopters are 
taking ownership of the community, and 
their passion and motivation are 
influencing newcomers. Newcomers are 
welcomed into a group of like-minded 
individuals, all united by their curiosity and 
interest in Web 3.0.

Very different from other communities, BIBI community drives user engagement by providing 
a sense of belonging and a platform for self-discovery & self-breakthrough.

For BIBIERs, BIBI is not just a project but a 
platform for everyone to discover oneself 
and shine through contribution. Regardless 
of who you are and what you know, 
everyone could find a way to contribute to 
the community and learn more about his/
her advantages and limits through 
contribution. 
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02. T.E.A.M - Together Everyone Achieves More

BIBI has attracted & assembled several dedicated teams,which consist of elite groups - such as blockchain experts, graphic designers,writers, 

musicians, Web3,KOLs/ founders and mentors from other projects, as well as a huge crowd of crypto enthusiasts and seasoned crypto players. 

Below are the ten teams:

Although BIBI is run by a decentralized community, the TEAM is highly diverse, self-driven & professional.

On top of that, , which means they give their all on a daily basis to achieve and exceed their goals all of the members are volunteers without getting paid.

BIBI Academy

 - AI learning

Content Team

 - Medium, Media, Youtube, & official website

Digital Marketing Team

 - Twitter content and distribution 

Community Management Team

 - TG/ Wechat/QQ/DC management

Campaign Team

 - BIBI ON AIR (daily online community meet-ups), AMAs & contests

Campaign Team

 - BIBI ON AIR (daily online community meet-ups), AMAs & contests

Offline Activities

 - BIBI Family/ Clubs; Roadshows; Conferences/meetups

BD Team

 - Collaboration with projects/ exchanges/ VCs/ medias

Tech Support Team

 - Public resource for all teams

FOMO Team

 - Daily Investment Announcement
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03. Product - 

Putting community before the product

We believe in a key web3 concept: 

Don’t treat your community as your customer.

Most Web3 projects used to fully develop and test the product before offering it to customers, but this 
methodology became obsolete in the Web3 space.



BIBI created a different style by attracting early adopters, distributing ownership through BIBI tokens 
and retaining supporters until the final product development stage.



It should be emphasized that even though there are some DApps in BIBI ecosystem, they’re developed 
by our T.E.A.M, community volunteers instead of any technical teams like other projects.
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ABOUT BIBI TOKEN

BIBI is a "social internet" owned by BIBIERs, 
orchestrated with tokens as the link to 
uniting everyone. BIBI token (bibi),which 
started as a memecoin and a social 
experiment in decentralized spontaneous 
community building, is the main token of 
BIBI ecosystem. It brings the power of a 
decentralized, community-led currency to 
millions across the globe. 



In the future, bibi will be accepted as a form 
of payment at hundreds of locations, either 
directly or through third-party 
intermediaries.

TOKEN INFO
Token Name: BIBI

Total Supply: 4,206,900,000,000,000

TAX BREAKDOWN
BIBI has  TAXES.0%

OTHER FEATURES
Liquidity Pool – BURNED

Contract Permission – RENOUNCED

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
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ROADMAP

PHASE 1
Launch with an active community


Major DEX & wallet listings

Get trending on major social medias


 holders
50,000+

PHASE 2
The best meme coin on BSC


Global expansion

Partnerships with top projects


holders100,000+

PHASE 3
Parnerships with more public chains


T1 exchange listings

Ecosystem development


holders500,000+ 
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BIRTH STORY

The issuance and distribution of bibi is a fair game. On the night of 

, there were about  on Twitter Spc 

who witnessed the birth of BIBI.



bibi is a zero-tax token with no presale. Once the smart contract 

was issued, its permission was renounced, and LP tokens were 

burned.  of the tokens were sent to the liquidity pool, and 

the remaining 3.46% were sent to the blackhole.



Since then, BIBI has embarked on its exciting  


And the legend began!

May 7th 2023 3,500 KOLs

96.54%

Web3 journey.
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Partners

LISTING PARTNERS

POLONIEX BIBOX TOKENCAN SUPEREX

OPENEX COINGECKO COINMARKETCAP PANCAKE

DEXTOOLS FEIXIAOHAO AVE

WALLET PARTNERS

TOKEN POCKET METAMASK NABOX ONTO

PROJECT PARTNERS

IVY MARKET METABIT CHAIN NAUTILUS CHAIN DEMON WAR

WOLF TOWN X WINNER

ECOSYSTEM PARTNERS

BIBIHODL.APP BIBIGO.CLUB

MEDIA PARTNERS

BBSNYC COINTIME BLOCKLIKE
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B BI I
more than

 starts with MEME 

but much  MEME.
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 @BIBI_Foundationbbf@bibibsc.io

www.bibibsc.io

https://twitter.com/BIBI_Foundation

